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The Selfish Gene

1989

science need not be dull and bogged down by jargon as richard
dawkins proves in this entertaining look at evolution the themes he
takes up are the concepts of altruistic and selfish behaviour the
genetical definition of selfish interest the evolution of aggressive
behaviour kinshiptheory sex ratio theory reciprocal altruism deceit
and the natural selection of sex differences should be read can be read
by almost anyone it describes with great skill a new face of the theory
of evolution w d hamilton science

The Selfish Gene

2006

the selfish gene is remarkable in several ways first published in 1976
aimed at a general audience and written by a then little known
young lecturer in zoology at oxford university the selfish gene
rapidly became highly influential the important biological work of
such figures as w d hamilton and robert trivers was introduced to a
wider public for the first time but that was not all drawing together
the threads of contemporary research in neo darwinism into a
powerful vision of the living world viewed through the eyes of
genes as the units of selection it was a significant contribution to
biological thought the full explanatory power of the gene s eye view
was presented in fine non technical prose for the first time in one
short volume bringing novel insights to those working in the field
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and inspiring whole new areas of research yet even that is not all it
has been widely acclaimed too for its literary qualities here is a book
that set a new standard in science writing for the wider public a
modern masterpiece that fresh generations of aspiring young scientists
would seek to emulate book jacket

The Selfish Gene

2016

with a new epilogue to the 40th anniversary edition

The Selfish Gene

2016-05-26

the million copy international bestseller critically acclaimed and
translated into over 25 languages as influential today as when it was
first published the selfish gene has become a classic exposition of
evolutionary thought professor dawkins articulates a gene s eye view
of evolution a view giving centre stage to these persistent units of
information and in which organisms can be seen as vehicles for their
replication this imaginative powerful and stylistically brilliant work
not only brought the insights of neo darwinism to a wide audience
but galvanized the biology community generating much debate and
stimulating whole new areas of research forty years later its insights
remain as relevant today as on the day it was published this 40th
anniversary edition includes a new epilogue from the author
discussing the continuing relevance of these ideas in evolutionary
biology today as well as the original prefaces and foreword and
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extracts from early reviews oxford landmark science books are must
read classics of modern science writing which have crystallized big
ideas and shaped the way we think

The Selfish Gene

2006-03-16

the million copy international bestseller critically acclaimed and
translated into over 25 languages this 30th anniversary edition
includes a new introduction from the author as well as the original
prefaces and foreword and extracts from early reviews as relevant and
influential today as when it was first published the selfish gene has
become a classic exposition of evolutionary thought professor dawkins
articulates a gene s eye view of evolution a view giving centre stage
to these persistent units of information and in which organisms can be
seen as vehicles for their replication this imaginative powerful and
stylistically brilliant work not only brought the insights of neo
darwinism to a wide audience but galvanized the biology community
generating much debate and stimulating whole new areas of research

An Analysis of Richard Dawkins's The Selfish
Gene

2017-07-06

richard dawkins provides excellent examples of his reasoning and
interpretation skills in the selfish gene his 1976 book is not a work of
original research but instead a careful explanation of evolution
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combined with an argument for a particular interpretation of several
aspects of evolution since dawkins is building on other researchers
work and writing for a general audience the central elements of good
reasoning are vital to his book producing a clear argument and
presenting a persuasive case organising an argument and supporting
its conclusions in doing this dawkins also employs the crucial skill of
interpretation understanding what evidence means clarifying terms
questioning definitions giving clear definitions on which to build
arguments the strength of his reasoning and interpretative skills
played a key part in the widespread acceptance of his argument for a
gene centred interpretation of natural selection and evolution and in
its history as a bestselling classic of science writing

The Society of Genes

2016-01-11

since dawkins popularized the notion of the selfish gene the question
of how these selfish genes work together to construct an organism
remained a mystery now standing atop a wealth of new research itai
yanai and martin lercher pioneers in the field of systems biology
provide a vision of how genes cooperate and compete in the struggle
for life

The 100 Best Nonfiction Books of All Time

2018

beginning in 1611 with the king james bible and ending in 2014 with
elizabeth kolbert s the sixth extinction this extraordinary voyage
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through the written treasures of our culture examines universally
acclaimed classics such as pepys diaries charles darwin s the origin of
species stephen hawking s a brief history of time and a whole host of
additional works

An Appetite For Wonder: The Making of a
Scientist

2013-09-12

born to parents who were enthusiastic naturalists and linked through
his wider family to a clutch of accomplished scientists richard dawkins
was bound to have biology in his genes but what were the influences
that shaped his life and who inspired him to become the pioneering
scientist and public thinker now famous and infamous to some around
the world in an appetite for wonder we join him on a personal
journey from an enchanting childhood in colonial africa through the
eccentricities of boarding school in england to his studies at the
university of oxford s dynamic zoology department which sparked his
radical new vision of darwinism the selfish gene through dawkins s
honest self reflection touching reminiscences and witty anecdotes we
are finally able to understand the private influences that shaped the
public man who more than anyone else in his generation explained
our own origins

Richard Dawkins

2007
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published to coincide with the 30th anniversary of the selfish gene
this collection explores the impact of richard dawkins as scientist
rationalist and one of the most important thinkers alive today

Summary of The Selfish Genes

2021-07-31

summary of the selfish genes has the egocentric gene by richard
dawkins been waiting for you on your study list choose the important
thing ideas inside the e book with this brief summary over 3 5 billion
years ago in a primordial soup of molecules the primary most effective
form of life on the planet came to be a molecule able to reproduce
itself a replicator molecular replicators are made from lengthy chains
of smaller building block molecules in the same manner that a phrase
is made up of a string of letters replicators reproduce themselves via
attracting different letters and performing as a template for them to fit
into the primary replicator routinely had a competitive edge over all
the different molecules within the primordial soup because they could
not replicate themselves and subsequently the replicators have
become more numerous than every other sort of molecule but
mistakes inside the copying system led to daughter replicators that
had a slightly different configuration than their parent these new
configurations supposed that a few daughters had been able to
reproduce themselves faster or more correctly giving them a
competitive advantage over their parent an increasing number of
replicators have been built from the finite deliver of constructing
block molecules within the primordial soup and those molecules were
step by step used up those two principles a population in which ability
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varies and an surroundings of restrained sources are the primary
requirements for the system we recognize as evolution as time went
on similar mistakes in copying resulted in new high quality traits
inclusive of the capacity to interrupt other replicators and use their
constructing blocks for replication the primary carnivores through the
introduction of latest variations and the survival of the replicators
with the maximum beneficial blessings greater complex existence
forms emerged in the end ensuing in the type of organisms we see
today here is a preview of what you will get a full book summary an
analysis fun quizzes quiz answers etc get a copy of this summary and
learn about the book

The Extended Phenotype

2016

in the selfish gene richard dawkins crystallized the gene s eye view
of evolution developed by w d hamilton and others the book
provoked widespread and heated debate written in part as a response
the extended phenotype gave a deeper clarification of the central
concept of the gene as the unit of selection but it did much more
besides in it dawkins extended the gene s eye view to argue that the
genes that sit within an organism have an influence that reaches out
beyond the visible traits in that body the phenotype to the wider
environment which can include other individuals so for instance the
genes of the beaver drive it to gather twigs to produce the substantial
physical structure of a dam and the genes of the cuckoo chick produce
effects that manipulate the behaviour of the host bird making it
nurture the intruder as one of its own this notion of the extended
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phenotype has proved to be highly influential in the way we
understand evolution and the natural world it represents a key
scientific contribution to evolutionary biology and it continues to play
an important role in research in the life sciences the extended
phenotype is a conceptually deep book that forms important reading
for biologists and students but dawkins clear exposition is accessible to
all who are prepared to put in a little effort oxford landmark science
books are must read classics of modern science writing which have
crystallized big ideas and shaped the way we think

From Gaia to Selfish Genes

1992-07-08

from gaia to selfish genes is a different kind of anthology lively
excerpts from the popular writings of leading theorists in the life
sciences blend in a seamless presentation of the controversies and bold
ideas driving contemporary biological research selections span scales
from the biosphere to the cell and dna and disciplines from global
ecology to behavior and genetics and also reveals the links between
biology and philosophy they plunge the reader into debates about
heredity and environment competition and cooperation randomness
and determinism and the meaning of individuality from gaia to selfish
genes conveys the technical and conceptual roots of current scientific
theories beginning with the planetary perspective of james lovelock
and lynn margulis and concluding with the reductionist views of
richard dawkins and e 0 wilson the contrasting worldviews coupled
with excerpts drawn from critics of each theory encourage readers to
examine their own presuppositions in addition to the scientists
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portrayal of the gaia hypothesis symbiosis in cell evolution hierarchy
theory systems theory game theory sociobiology and the selfish gene
the text is rich in autobiographical passages and biographies by
presenting the human side of research from gaia to selfish genes
reveals the social context and interactions the motivations and range of
cognitive styles that comprise the scientific endeavor concluding
essays written expressly for this book by lynn margulis john maynard
smith w ford doolittle and others underscore the importance of such
diversity connie barlow is a science writer currently living in new
york city the scientists include robert axelrod richard d alexander
ludwig von bertalanffy leo w buss francis crick richard dawkins w
ford doolittle douglas hofstadter julian huxley leon j kamin philip
kitcher richard c lewontin james lovelock lynn margulis ashley
montagu leslie orgel steven rose carmen sapienza john maynard smith
lewis thomas gerald weinberg e 0 wilson robert wright the science
writers include lawrence joseph arthur koestler francesca lyman
jeanne mcdermott richard monastersky dorion sagan

SUMMARY - The Selfish Gene By Richard
Dawkins

2021-06-17

our summary is short simple and pragmatic it allows you to have the
essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes as you read this
summary you will discover that in nature altruism does not exist all
living species are genetically selfish you will also discover that your
genes have created you for their own survival that your children will
be naturally selfish but that you have the means to change that
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through culture that in terms of reproduction the male is less
involved than the female that since the appearance of modern man
genetic evolution is no longer the only type of evolution in the world
the selfish gene theory is another facet of darwin s theory rather than
focusing on the individual organism it takes the point of view of
genetics your genes survived in a world where competition was
raging so the predominant quality in a gene that thrived is certainly
ruthless selfishness a selfishness that inevitably affects individual
behavior but by understanding what your genes are tending towards
selfishness you may have a chance to counteract them and achieve
what no other species has ever achieved becoming an altruistic
individual are you ready to regain control of your identity buy now
the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee

Summary of The Selfish Gene

2021-10-09

summary of the selfish gene in his book the selfish gene dawkins
argues for the gene as the basic unit of evolution he claims that
organisms are survival shells for the replicators within us replicators
the units that evolve are genes they are inherently selfish in that
they only care about their own survival and the survival of their
copies as a result no true altruism exists anytime an organism helps
another both sets of genes are benefiting dawkins expands his theory
to attempt to explain topics like kin altruism eusociality group
dynamics and culture he writes for the scientist looking for a new
idea and for the layman just looking to learn more by explaining his
theory in a way that appeals to all here is a preview of what you will
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get a full book summary an analysis fun quizzes quiz answers etc get a
copy of this summary and learn about the book

Summary of The Selfish Gene

2019-05-24

the selfish gene by richard dawkins book summary readtrepreneur
disclaimer this is not the original book but an unofficial summary an
entirely different approach to one of the most controversial theories in
the world the selfish gene is a reformulation of the theory of natural
selection developed by charles darwin this classic is focused on the
nature of altruism and selfishness that creatures have despite that any
living creature is focused on his well being the study reveals that
they have a natural sense of altruism as well many creatures have a
tendency of sacrificing themselves for their loved ones safety note this
summary is wholly written and published by readtrepreneur it is not
affiliated with the original author in any way any altruistic system is
inherently unstable because it is open to abuse by selfish individuals
ready to exploit it richard dawkins richard dawkins title is an
interesting look into the nature of living creatures an incredibly
complex topic developed perfectly so any person interested in reading
it can enjoy and learn a lot from the book richard dawkins reveals
many things we didn t know about charles darwin s natural selection
theory p s the selfish gene is an extremely informative book which
will teach you a lot about the most primal side of any living creature
the time for thinking is over time for action scroll up now and click
on the buy now with 1 click button to grab your copy right away
why choose us readtrepreneur highest quality summaries delivers
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amazing knowledge awesome refresher clear and concise disclaimer
once again this book is meant for a great companionship of the original
book or to simply get the gist of the original book

The Solitary Self

2016-01-29

explores the nature of our moral constitution to challenge the view
that reduces human motivation to self interest this title argues that
simple one sided accounts of human motives such as the selfish gene
tendency in neo darwinian thought may be illuminating but are
always unrealistic

Genes in Conflict

2009-06-30

covering all species from yeast to humans this is the first book to tell
the story of selfish genetic elements that act narrowly to advance
their own replication at the expense of the larger organism

The Selfish Gene (summary)

2004

the selfish gene by richard dawkins book summary readtrepreneur
disclaimer this is not the original book if you re looking for the
original book search this link amzn to 2bowixj an entirely different
approach to one of the most controversial theories in the world the
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selfish gene is a reformulation of the theory of natural selection
developed by charles darwin this classic is focused on the nature of
altruism and selfishness that creatures have despite that any living
creature is focused on his well being the study reveals that they have
a natural sense of altruism as well many creatures have a tendency of
sacrificing themselves for their loved ones safety note this summary is
wholly written and published by readtrepreneur com it is not
affiliated with the original author in any way any altruistic system is
inherently unstable because it is open to abuse by selfish individuals
ready to exploit it richard dawkins richard dawkins title is an
interesting look into the nature of living creatures an incredibly
complex topic developed perfectly so any person interested in reading
it can enjoy and learn a lot from the book richard dawkins reveals
many things we didn t know about charles darwin s natural selection
theory p s the selfish gene is an extremely informative book which
will teach you a lot about the most primal side of any living creature
the time for thinking is over time for action scroll up now and click
on the buy now with 1 click button to get your copy delivered to
your doorstep right away why choose us readtrepreneur highest
quality summaries delivers amazing knowledge awesome refresher
clear and concise disclaimer once again this book is meant for a great
companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the
original book if you re looking for the original book search for this link
amzn to 2bowixj

Summary: the Selfish Gene

2018-04-14
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using the theory of prisoner s dilemma prisoners of reason explores
how neoliberalism departs from classic liberalism and how it rests on
game theory

Prisoners of Reason

2016-01-14

to many evolutionary biologists the central challenge of their
discipline is to explain adaptation the appearance of design in the
living world with the theory of evolution by natural selection charles
darwin elegantly showed how a purely mechanistic process can
achieve this striking feature of nature since then the way many
biologists have thought about evolution and natural selection is as a
theory about individual organisms over a century later a subtle but
radical shift in perspective emerged with the gene s eye view of
evolution in which natural selection was conceptualized as a struggle
between genes for replication and transmission to the next generation
this viewpoint culminated with the publication of the selfish gene by
richard dawkins oxford university press 1976 and is now commonly
referred to as selfish gene thinking the gene s eye view has
subsequently played a central role in evolutionary biology although it
continues to attract controversy the central aim of this accessible book
is to show how the gene s eye view differs from the traditional
organismal account of evolution trace its historical origins clarify
typical misunderstandings and by using examples from contemporary
experimental work show why so many evolutionary biologists still
consider it an indispensable heuristic the book concludes by discussing
how selfish gene thinking fits into ongoing debates in evolutionary
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biology and what they tell us about the future of the gene s eye view
of evolution

The Gene's-Eye View of Evolution

2021-07-21

whatever your opinion of intelligent design you ll find stove s
criticism of what he calls darwinism difficult to stop reading stove s
blistering attack on richard dawkins selfish genes and memes is
unparalleled and unrelenting a discussion of spiders who mimic bird
droppings is alone worth the price of the book darwinian fairytales
should be read and pondered by anyone interested in sociobiology the
origin of altruism and the awesome process of evolution martin
gardner author of did adam and eve have navels debunking
pseudoscience

Darwinian Fairytales

2006-02-01

richard dawkins is one of the most widely read and popular
proponents of darwinism in the world yet as a scientist he is behind
the times argues this undoubtedly controversial book

The Selfish Genius

2009

a critique of selectionism and the proposal of an alternate theory of
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emergent evolution that is causally sufficient for evolutionary biology
natural selection is commonly interpreted as the fundamental
mechanism of evolution questions about how selection theory can
claim to be the all sufficient explanation of evolution often go
unanswered by today s neo darwinists perhaps for fear that any
criticism of the evolutionary paradigm will encourage creationists and
proponents of intelligent design in biological emergences robert reid
argues that natural selection is not the cause of evolution he writes
that the causes of variations which he refers to as natural experiments
are independent of natural selection indeed he suggests natural
selection may get in the way of evolution reid proposes an alternative
theory to explain how emergent novelties are generated and under
what conditions they can overcome the resistance of natural selection
he suggests that what causes innovative variation causes evolution and
that these phenomena are environmental as well as organismal after
an extended critique of selectionism reid constructs an emergence
theory of evolution first examining the evidence in three causal
arenas of emergent evolution symbiosis association evolutionary
physiology behavior and developmental evolution based on this
evidence of causation he proposes some working hypotheses
examining mechanisms and processes common to all three arenas and
arrives at a theoretical framework that accounts for generative
mechanisms and emergent qualities without selectionism reid argues
evolutionary innovation can more easily be integrated into a general
thesis finally reid proposes a biological synthesis of rapid emergent
evolutionary phases and the prolonged dynamically stable non
evolutionary phases imposed by natural selection
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Biological Emergences

2009-08-21

this book formulates a relativistic theory of biology challenging the
common gene centred view of organisms

Dance to the Tune of Life

2017

in an appetite for wonder richard dawkins brought us his engaging
memoir of the first 35 years of his life from early childhood in africa to
publication of the selfish gene in 1976 when he shot to fame as one of
the most exciting new scientists of his generation in brief candle in
the dark he continues his autobiography following the threads that
have run through the second half of his life so far and homing in on
the key individuals institutions and ideas that inspired and motivated
him he paints a vivid picture coloured with wit anecdote and
digression of the twenty five postgraduate years he spent teaching at
oxford he pays affectionate tribute to past colleagues and students
recalling the idiosyncrasies of an establishment steeped in ancient
tradition and arcane ritual while also recording his respect for the
profound commitment to learning and discovery that lies at its core he
invites us to share the life of a travelling scientist from fieldwork on
the panama canal to conferences of stratospheric eminence in exotic
locations in the company of some of the most prominent of the world s
scientific luminaries and he describes his experiences with his many
publishers television producers interviewers and partners in debate
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not least in the heady period when after publication of the god
delusion in 2006 he is dubbed the world s most outspoken and
controversial atheist most important of all for the first time he reviews
with fresh and stimulating insights the evolving narrative of his ideas
about science over the course of his highly distinguished career as
thinker teacher and writer in brief candle in the dark we are invited
to enter with him a constantly stimulating world of discovery and to
meet a fascinating cast of exceptional characters described by the
talented pen of one of the most exceptional of them all

Brief Candle in the Dark

2015-09-10

the author addresses key scientific questions previously explained by
rich mythologies from the evolution of the first humans and the life
cycle of stars to the principles of a rainbow and the origins of the
universe

The Magic of Reality

2012-09-11

revision of selfish gene 2006 30th anniversity ed including two key
chapters from the extended pheontype

The Extended Selfish Gene

2016
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a renowned biologist provides a sweeping chronicle of more than four
billion years of life on earth shedding new light on evolutionary
theory and history sexual selection speciation extinction and genetics

The Ancestor's Tale

2004

a rare treat and it comes in seven servings each essay will grip you at
once new scientist there is a lovely tribute to dawkins s friend douglas
adams some interesting speculations on the next few decades of
genetic engineering an explanation of what crystals really are and
some heartfelt reminiscences of africa guardian essential reading
sunday times richard dawkins is one of the finest minds in science and
in this superb collection of essays and letters he demonstrates the
depth of his knowledge and the rich variety of his interests whether
he is examining postmodernism or the human genome project
penning a letter to his daughter or writing a moving eulogy to
douglas adams and e mailing stephen jay gould dawkins writes with
an intellectual vigour and grace that is second to none this is a very
human collection that shows not only the acuity of dawkins scientific
mind but also his sense of humour and the warmth of his relationships
with friends and family

The Selfish Gene

1989

are selfishness and individuality rather than kindness and cooperation
basic to biological nature does a selfish gene create universal sexual
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conflict in the genial gene joan roughgarden forcefully rejects these
and other ideas that have come to dominate the study of animal
evolution building on her brilliant and innovative book evolution s
rainbow in which she challenged accepted wisdom about gender
identity and sexual orientation roughgarden upends the notion of the
selfish gene and the theory of sexual selection and develops a
compelling and controversial alternative theory called social selection
this scientifically rigorous model based challenge to an important tenet
of neo darwinian theory emphasizes cooperation elucidates the factors
that contribute to evolutionary success in a gene pool or animal social
system and vigorously demonstrates that to identify darwinism with
selfishness and individuality misrepresents the facts of life as we now
know them

A Devil's Chaplain

2010-12-16

richard dawkins made famous the theory of the selfish gene inciting
one of the most controversial debates in science today his views on
evolution and genetics widely misunderstood dawkins has been the
target for a barrage of spurious accusations yet he has held steadfastly
to the belief in the universal objectivity of science an unfashionable
contemporary heir to the enlightenment ideal

The Genial Gene

2009-04-20

publisher description
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Dawkins and the Selfish Gene

2001

does the inheritance of acquired characteristics play a significant role
in evolution in this book eva jablonka and marion j lamb attempt to
answer that question with an original provocative exploration of the
nature and origin of hereditary variations starting with a historical
account of lamarck s ideas and the reasons they have fallen in
disrepute the authors go on to challenge the prevailing assumption
that all heritable variation is random and the result of variation in dna
base sequences they also detail recent breakthroughs in our
understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying inheritance
including several pathways not envisioned by classical population
genetics and argue that these advances need to be more fully
incorporated into mainstream evolutionary theory throughout the
book offers a new look at the evidence for and against the
hereditability of environmentally induced changes and addresses
timely questions about the importance of non mendelian inheritance a
glossary and extensive list of references round out the book urging a
reconsideration of the present dna centric view prevalent in the field
epigentic inheritance and evolution will make fascinating and
important reading for students and researchers in evolution genetics
ecology molecular biology developmental biology and the history and
philosophy of science

The Selfish Meme

2005
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perfect for revision colouring is a fun and creative way for students to
learn biopsychology whilst taking a break from screens including
short simple introductions to each topic this book asks students to
identify the anatomy and complete the label before moving on to add
colour to the illustrations

Epigenetic Inheritance and Evolution

1995

should we believe in god in this new book written for a new
generation the brilliant science writer and author of the god delusion
explains why we shouldn t should we believe in god do we need god
in order to explain the existence of the universe do we need god in
order to be good in twelve chapters that address some of the most
profound questions human beings confront dawkins marshals science
philosophy and comparative religion to interrogate the hypocrisies of
all the religious systems and explain to readers of all ages how life
emerged without a creator how evolution works and how our world
came into being for anyone hoping to grapple with the meaning of
life and what to believe outgrowing god is a challenging thrilling and
revelatory read

The Biopsychology Colouring Book

2021-06-07

a fully updated new edition of a critically acclaimed examination of
the theories and writings of richard dawkins by a world renowned
expert on the relation of science and religion includes in depth
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analysis of dawkins landmark treatise the god delusion 2006 as well as
coverage of his later popular works the magic of reality 2011 and the
greatest show on earth 2011 and a new chapter on dawkins as a
popularizer of science tackles dawkins hostile and controversial views
on religion and examine the religious implications of his scientific
ideas including a comprehensive investigation of the selfish gene
written in an accessible and engaging style that will appeal to anyone
interested in better understanding the interplay between science and
religion

Outgrowing God

2019-09-19

the international bestseller an introduction to the theory of relativity
by the eminent physicists brian cox and jeff forshaw what does e mc2
actually mean dr brian cox and professor jeff forshaw go on a journey
to the frontier of twenty first century science to unpack einstein s
famous equation explaining and simplifying notions of energy mass
and light while exploding commonly held misconceptions they
demonstrate how the structure of nature itself is contained within this
equation along the way we visit the site of one of the largest scientific
experiments ever conducted the now famous large hadron collider a
gigantic particle accelerator capable of re creating conditions that
existed fractions of a second after the big bang a collaboration between
one of the youngest professors in the united kingdom and a
distinguished popular physicist why does e mc2 is one of the most
exciting and accessible explanations of the theory of relativity
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